Ancient Ones Asked What Was Wanted

What is heavy on your heart and
mind?
What is the outcome you would
have different?

I am deeply troubled by the increasing dishonesty from others - whether world
'leaders' or local neighbors. There are so many lies being told with deliberate
intention to mislead.
What are we doing as individuals, women specifically, to secure ourselves within
financial systems that are crumbling.
Heaviness: Difficulty to help people of good will move beyond positions of right
vs wrong, beyond the density of the reality of most humans. If it takes so much
effort for just one ‘good at heart’ person, how will we ever effectively impact the
required numbers. Desired outcome: all or a critical mass of humans moved to a
higher dimensional game board.
The outcome I'd like to see is honesty, integrity and being able to trust others's
words.
he lies and deceit surrounding us, on personal and planetary levels. I want
integrity to be the norm, not the exception.
How do we support the children and help them navigate these changing times?
desired outcome: Peace, happiness and thriving for the future

￼

The outcome I would like to see is justice, opportunity , health , safety for all.
The outcome I would like to see is women encouraging women to embrace their
sovereignty within emerging financial threads, barter and preparedness.
I want all humans to see their own claiming their place, their boundary setting,
their defending of territory, their claiming of others’ territory that they ‘have a
right to’, I want us to see that all these are reflections of the pattern of aggression
and defensive aggression. I want these patterns removed. This and better.
Mother Gaia, send wind to blow down every national flag, fire to burn down all
the walls and border crossings, cleansing air to blow all claims of ‘mine’ from our
minds. May our homes, towns and countries become one.
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